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support, since he believed that he no longer needed it; and
he did not wish to pay for this support by assisting in another
Italian expedition in which he had no personal interest.
Frederick tried to placate him, for he needed Henry's assist-
ance ; but he refused to pay the price which Henry eventually
demanded—the cession of Goslar, the chief town in the old
Saxon domain of the German kings.
When the Emperor started on his fifth Italian expedition The forma-
in the autumn of 1174, the disagreement with Henry the Lion Lombard"0
had not reached its final stage. But it had gone so far that League
Henry sent no detachments to the imperial army, which
was accordingly not so formidable an array as that which
Frederick had led into Italy on three former occasions. On
the other hand, the enemy he had to meet was much more
formidable. During these six years the alliance between the
Pope, the Lombards, and the king of Sicily had been more
closely cemented, and the Eastern Emperor had assisted it
with large sums of money. All the cities of Northern Italy
were enrolled, voluntarily or perforce, in the Lombard League,
which, in order to preserve its federal unity and to prevent
the dominance of any single member, took in hand the build-
ing of a new city. The site selected was to the east of Asti
at the junction of two rivers, the Tanaro and the Bormida,
so that besides forming a federal centre for the League it was
also designed to command the roads that led into the plains
of Lombardy. It was very strongly fortified on all sides and
soon had a population of 15,000 citizens ; as a compliment
to the Pope it was given the name of Alessandria, Besides
this, the Lombards could now enrol an army considerably
larger than that which Frederick commanded, though in
weight of armour the latter still had an advantage.
Marching over the Mont Ccnis pass through Piedmont, the Frederick's
Emperor's first action was to take his revenge for his former jf
humiliation by the destruction of Susiu    Continuing on the to
eastward road he obtained the submission of Turin and forced
Asti to surrender ; and these early successes brought over to
his side Pavia, Como, and other adherents such as the marquis
of Montferrat.    He then took in hand the siege of Alessandria.
But the confederates had done their work well, and the city
defied all his efforts.    At last after six months, when a sally
of the defenders had resulted in the destruction of his siege

